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The crystal structure of spangolite,a complex copper sulfate sheet mineral
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Ansrntcr
The crystal structureof spangolite,CuuAl(SO.)(OH)''Cl'3HrO, trigonal, a : 8.254(4)
A, c : 14.354(8)4., v:846.8(8) A', spacegroup : P3lc, has been solvedby direct
methods and refined to an R index of 6.50/ousing MoKa X-ray data. There are two distinct
Cu positions, and each Cu2+ cation is coordinated by six anions in [4 + 2]-distorted
octahedral arrangementstypical of the Jahn-Teller-type distortion characteristicof divalent t6lCu.There is one distinct S position coordinated by a very regular tetrahedral arrangement of O anions, and one distinct Al position coordinated by a fairly regular octahedral arrangementof O anions. The Cl anion is only bonded to the Cu2* cations.
The structure consists of an edge-sharingsheet of Cu@uand Al4u octahedra,decorated
on one side by SOntetrahedra.The Cu@uoctahedraare associatedtogetherin edge-sharing
trimers lying on threefold rotation axes; the sulfate tetrahedron links to the central anion
on one side of this trimer. Theseclusterslink outward by sharingedgeswith Al@uoctahedra
that lie on adjacent threefold axes, producing a continuous M@, sheet.These sheetsthen
link along the c-axisby H-bonding betweenOH and HrO anions of one sheetand sulfate
O atoms of the adiacentsheet.

INtnooucrroN
Spangoliteis a hydroxy-hydrated copper aluminum
sulfatemineral. It is a widespreadsecondarymineral often associatedwith cuprite, tenorite, azurite, malachite,
chrysocolla,and other less common copper oxysaltsin
secondaryalteration zonesaround Cu deposits.Spangolite exhibits two distinct morphologies(Palacheet al.,
I 9 5 I ). It is commonly found as thin hexagonalplatesor
tabletswith prominent{001} and minor {100} and {frO1}.
Lesscommonly, it is hemimorphic with well-developed
(001)and { 101} and minor or absent{ 100}.As part of a
generalstudy of copperoxysaltminerals,we have solved
and refined the crystal structure of spangolite.
ExprnrnnnNr.LrThe crystalsused in this work are from Majuba Hill,
Nevada. The material is very delicate. Spangolite has a
perfect {001} cleavageand usually occursas thin plates.
X-ray diffraction patterns of such platesgenerallyshowed
smeared reflections suggestiveof displacement between
subdomainsin the crystal; such displacementmay have
been engenderedby handling or by the stresscausedby
the drying of the glue that was used to attach the crystals
to a glass fiber. We finally obtained some crystals that
showeda hemimorphic habit with a small {100} prism
and a well-developed{ l0l } pyramid. Although thesewere
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also very delicate, we were able to obtain a crystal that
had fairly sharp reflections.
This crystalwas mountedon a Nicolet R3m automated
four-circle diffractometerequippedwith a Mo X-ray tube.
Twenty-five reflections were measuredon a random-orientation photograph and aligned automatically on the
diffractometer. From the resulting setting angles, leastsquaresrefinementgavethe cell dimensionslisted in Table 1, together with the orientation matrix. Intensity data
were measuredaccording to the procedure of Hawthorne
and Groat (1985). A total of 5695 reflectionswas measured to a maximum 20 atgle of 60'. Ten strong reflections uniformly distributed with regardto 2d were measured at l0' intervals of ry' (the azimuthal angle
correspondingto rotation of the crystal about its diffraction vector). These data were used to calculatean absorption correction,modeling the crystal as an ellipsoid
and reducing the azimuthal R index from 6.5 ro 3.7o/o;
this correction was then used on the normal intensity
data. Data were corrected for Lorentz and polarization
effects,averaged,and reduced to structure factors; the R
index for the averagingprocedure was 4.4o/o.A reflection
was consideredas observedif its magnitudeexceededthat
datafor spangolite
TABLE
1. Crystallographic
8.254(1) Crystalsize(mm)
a(A)
14.354(3) Radiation
c
y(A1
846.8(8) Totat l/l
P 3 1 c U n i q u el F . l
Spacegroup
6 5 No. ot lF"l > 4o
FinalR(%)
Unit-cellcontents:Cu6A|(SOJ(OH),,C1'3H,O
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0.24 x 0.26 x 0.30
MoKa
5695
1672
1387
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TABLE2. Atomic coordinates and displacement factors for
spangolite

u*
Cul
Cu2
S
AI

o1
02
o3
o4
o5
o6
07A
07B
H3-H4*
H5."
H6..

0.091s(2)
0.7s79(2)
00

0 4649(3)
0.0405(2)

0
-0.0132(1)
-0.2246(3)
2h
lz
0.1495(4)
*0.0143(4)
%V3
0.183s(1s) 0.0346(17) -0.2593(7)
-0.1217(8)
00
0.8086(10) 0.2452(10) -0.0830(5)
0.s283(11) 0.4121(10)
0.0584(s)
0.2962(10) 0.4517(10) -0.0618(5)
0.0484(6)
0.0364(9)
0.2176(s)
0.s52(4)
0.0071(4)
0.255(1
)
0.2s0(1
0.644(4)
0.0e7(3)
)
0 81
0.25
0.85
0.53
0.41
0.13
0.30
0.45
0.87
0.04
0.12
0.22

147(51
137(4)
283(12)
346(14)
122(101
570(65)
212(30)
150(25)
143(26)
158(29)
140(27)
-471(38)
.471(38)
120
120
120
120

. Constrainedto be eoual durino refinement.
-- Fixed during refinement

of 4 sd, based on counting statistics.Miscellaneousrnformation pertaining to data measurementand structure
refinementis given in Table 1.
Srnucrunr

soLUTroN AND REFINEMENT

Scattering curves for neutral atoms, together with coefficientsof anomalousdispersion,were taken from the
International Tablesfor X-ray Crystallograp y (Ibers and
Hamilton, 1974).R and R* (statisticalweights)indices
are of the conventional form and are given as percentages.
The structure was solved by direct methods. The E
statistics indicated that the structure was centrosymmetric, and initially we looked for a solution in spacegroup
P3l c. However,we could only get a partial solution,and
eventuallywe decidedto go with the morphologicalindication that the structure lacks a center of symmetry.
We obtained a solution in spacegroup P3 lc, and this
refined to an R index of - 70lofor the observedreflections.
At this stage,all displacementfactors were anisotropic
exceptthat of 07, which was very large.When an anisotropic displacementfactor was used for 07, the component in (001) became very large, suggestingpositional
disorder. Accordingly, the 07 atom was split into two
half-atoms.Similarly, the componentof displacementof
the Ol atom in the (001) plane was also unusuallylarge,
but difference Fourier maps suggesteda range of positions. Reflnement was therefore continued with an anisotropic displacementfactor for O I rather than with a split
atom model. The refinement of the structure converged
to an R index of 6.70/o.At this stage,difference Fourier
maps indicated the positions of the H atoms bonded to
the anions 03, 04, 05, and 06. Thesewere insertedinto
the refinementbut refinedto anomalouslyshort O-H distances,as is often the casefor structure refinement of H
positionswith X-ray diffraction data. That made the interpretation of the H-bonding relationshipsconfusing,and

Trele 3.

Selected interatomic distances (A) and angles (') in
spangolite

Cu1-O4a
Cu1-O5
Cu1-O5a
Cu1-06
Cu1-O3b
Cu1-Cl
(Cul-O)

1.935(5)

1.958(9)
1.979(6)
1 979(8)
2.425(7)
2.835(4)
2.185
90.1(2)
Cl-Cu1-O5
94.1(2)
Cl-Cul-OO
91.6(2)
Cl-Cu1-O4a
89.7(2)
Cl-Cu1-OSa
106.2(3)
O3b-Cu1-O5
77.O(31
O3b-Cu1-OO
O3b-Cu1-O4a 72.1(3\
O3b-Cu1-OSa 101.0(3)
82.1(3)
O5-Cu1-O6
92.5(3)
O5-Cu1-O5a
97.4(3)
O6-Cu1-O4a
87.9(3)
O4a-Cu1-Osa
90.1
1O-Cu1-O)
1.480(12)
S-O1x 3
1.478(121
s-o2
(S-o)
1.480
109.3(4)
O1-S-O1 x 3
109.6(4)
O 1 - S - O 2x 3
(o-s-o)
109.5

o3-H3f
o4-H4

097
0.97

O4-H4-O7Ae 169(1)
04-H4-O7Be 162(1)
0.98
os-H5t
o5-H5f-O7A
o5-H5f-O7B
o6-H6
o6-H6-01h
Cl-O7Aex 3
01-o7Ai

147(11
165(1)
0.98
1 7 1 ( )1
3.26(2)
3.01(4)

Cu2-o3
Cu2-O5d
Cu2-O6c
Cu2-O6d
Cu2-O2c
Cu2-O4d
(Cu2-O)
O2c-Cu2-O3
O2c-Cu2-O5d
O2c-Cu2-O6c
O2c-Cu2-OOd
O3-Cu2-O4d
O3-Cu2-O5d
O3-Cu2-O6c
O4d-Cu2-O5d
O4d-Cu2-O6c
O4d-Cu2-OOd
Osd-Cu2-OOd
O6c-Cu2-O6d
1O-Cu2-O)
Al-Og x 3
Al-O4 x 3
(At_o)
O3-Al-O3d x 3
O3-Al-O4d x 3
O3-Al-O4e x 3
O4-Al-O4e x 3
(o-Al-o)

1.957(9)
2.004(6)
1 978(6)
1.977(8)
2.424(71
2.352(9)
2.115
e3.5(3)
ee 5(3)
83.7(3)
83.7(3)
72.8(3)
96.2(3)
8s.3(3)
76.7(3)
101.7(3)
109.6(3)
81.0(3)
93.7(4)
90.1
1.908(s)
1.886(9)
1.897
95.7(3)
85.6(4)
86.3(2)
92.4(2)
90.0

H4-O7Ae
H4-O7Be

1.88(2)
1.87(2)

HStOTAg
H5f-O7Bg

1.98(2)
1.79(2)

H6-01h

1.81(1)

Cl-O7Be x 3
01-o7Bi
01-o7Bk

3.51(2)
2.s3(3)
2.s9(3)

N o t e :a : y - x , 1 - x , z ; b : x - 1 , y , z ; c : 1 + x , y ' z i d ' . ' l y ' x
y , z ; e : 1 + y - x , 1 - x , z i t : x , y , z - 1 ; g : 1 - x , 1 + y - x ' - V'2l
-Vz + z; k: -x'
z i h : y , x , 1 / zI z i i : y - x , - y , - V z + z ; i : y , - x ,
x+v,-v2+2.

hence the H atoms were inserted into the refinement at
fixed positions- 1.0A from the donor O atoms.The final
R index was 6.70/o.This is significantlyhigher than is
usually obtained for well-ordered structuresand may be
the result of damage to the very delicate crystals during
the experimentalwork.
Final atomic positionsand isotropic displacementfactors are given in Table 2; selectedinteratomic distances
and anglesare given in Table 3; observed and calculated
structure factors together with the anisotropic displacement factors are listed in Table 4t; and empirical bondvalencesare shown in Table 5.
' A copyof Table4 maybe orderedasDocumentAM-93-524
Societyof America,I 130
Office,Mineralogical
from theBusiness
DC 20036,
Seventeenth
StreetNW, Suite330, Washington,
for themicrofiche.
remit$5.00in advance
U.S.A.Please
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TaeLe5. Empiricalbond-valencetable for spangolite
Cul

o1
02
o3
o4
o5
o6

0.126
0.490
0.456
0.428
o.248

07
cl
Sum

0.157:3
2.085

Cu2

0.127':.3
0.458
o 152
0.397

Al
1. 4 8 1 i 3
1.490

H7;

0.3

0.2

0.498i3
o.524"3

3.066

s.933

1.0

o.2

0.2

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.981
1.871
2.O82
1.966
2.081
1.988

o.7

o.429
0.431
1.994

H6

0.8
O.2a.3
1.0

0.8

2.000
1.071

1.0

. H atoms H7, andHT arc part of the H,O group that occupiesthe 07 position.They were not located in the refinementprocedure,but stereochemical
2
considerationsshow that they must adopt the H-bond configurationsshown here.

Drscussron
Local coordination
There are two unique Cu positions in the spangolite
structure.Cu I is coordinatedby five O atoms and one Cl
atom in a very distorted octahedralarrangement.Cu2 is
coordinatedby six O atoms in a distorted octahedralarrangement.Each Cu@uoctahedron(d : unspecifiedanion)
has four short equatorialbonds((1.963)and (1.979) A,
respectively)and two long apical bonds ((2.360) and
(2.388)A, respectively).
This is the typicalJahn-Tellertype distortion found f61 t6lfuz+'in a symmetricarrangement, there is an electronic degeneracy,and the local
structure spontaneouslydistorts to relieve this degeneracy. The Cu@upolyhedra also show strong angular distortions (Table 3), the largerdeviationsfrom 90" tending
to involve apical-equatorialbonds. However, when Cl is
the apical ligand, the apical-equatorialbond anglesare
fairly closeto their ideal valuesof 90'.
S is tetrahedrally coordinated with nearly ideal Z, symmetry, reflectingthe unconstrainedcharacterof the interpolyhedral linkagesinvolving the tetrahedron.Al is
coordinatedby six O atoms in an octahedralarrangement
that is distorted from ideal Oo symmetry by contraction
of edgesshared with adjacent Cudu octahedra. Cl is coordinated by three Cul cations, the (ClCu.)5 groups
forming a triangular pyramid.

of the [Cu2](OH),rol8- trimer to give the completestructural unit (Fie. l), Cu.AI(SO.)(OH)r,Cl,an M4' sheetdecorated on one side by TOo tetrahedra.

Bond-valencecharacteristicsof the structural unit
The bond-valencetable for spangolite,calculatedwith
the valuesof Brown (1981),is shown in Table 5. It is
fascinatinghow Nature managesto incorporate strong
local Jahn-Tellerdistortionsand a largeanion suchas Cl
into the very simple stoichiometryof an M@' sheetand
then link it to a very highly chargedcation such as 56*.
In an M4, sheet,each anion is coordinatedby three M
cations.For simple divalent cations suchas Mg in brucite, Mg(OH)r, each cation contributes -0.33 vu to each
anion, and thus the local bond-valencerequirementsof
the anions are satisfiedby four bonds, 3 x 0.33 (Mg) +
I x I (H) : 2 vu, with only very weak H bonding between the sheets.However, for a Jahn-Teller-typecation
the situation is very different.CuOuocsuch as I6lCu2+,
tahedrausually have four short equatorialbonds of - 1.97
A and two long apical bonds of -2.45 A to O (longerto
Cl. shorterto F), with bond valencesof -0.44 and -0. 13
vu, respectively.Thus there are four types of coordination possiblefor the anionsofthe sheet:(l) 0.13 x 3 :
0 . 3 9v u ; ( 2 ) 0 . 4 4+ 0 . 1 3x 2 : 0 . 7 0 v u ; ( 3 )0 . 4 4 x 2 +
0 . 1 3 : 1 . 0 1v u ; ( 4 ) 0 . 4 4 x 3 : 1 . 3 2v u . I f t h e ya r ed i valent, type I anions need an additional 1.61 vu and
cation, the sulfategroup in
thereforemust link to a Ia1T6+
Connectivity of the structural unit
the caseof spangolite.If they are monovalent (e.g.,Cl ),
Each Cu cation is in a generalposition and is coordi- type I anions need an additional 0.61 vu. The only way
nated to an anion on a threefoldaxis, and thus the rota- in which this can be done is by H bonding. The usual
tion operationsproduceedge-sharing
trimers ofthe form strengthof a H bond is -0.20 vu (Brown, l98l; HawCu,O,. (Fig. l). The [Cul.(OH),rCl]?-trimer lies on the thorne, 1992),and thus the monovalent type I anion needs
threefold axis at t/t2/tz,and the [Cu2r(OH),,O]8 trimer three H bonds to satisfy its bond-valencerequirements.
lies on the threefold axis at 002. These two distinct tri- Note that for both monovalent and divalent type I anmers knit togetherby sharingedgesto producean inter- ions, the local bond-valenceconfigurationsand the local
rupted sheetof the form [Cuu(OH),rOCl]3-,which con- geometriesboth have trigonal symmetry. This corretains octahedralintersticesat2/tt/tz. Theseintersticesare spondsto the 02 and Cl anions (Table 4) in spangolite.
occupied by Al to produce a continuous edge-sharing There are no type 2 anions in spangolite.Type 3 anions
sheet of octahedrawith specific stoichiometry [CuuAl- need an additional 0.99 vu to satisfytheir bond-valence
(OH),rocllo and generalstoichiometry(Mdr),. An SOo requirements.This is most easily done by bonding a H
tetrahedron is attachedto the singlenonhydroxyl O atom atom to the anion and having the H involved in only
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I
I
cl2

a-----4

asinP---+l
Fig. l. The CuuAl(SOoXOH),rCl
sheetin spangolite
viewed
Fig. 2. The sheetsin spangolitevieweddown the a axis;
along[001]; Cu@u
octahedraare shadedwith dots in a regular
shading
asin Fig.l, plus07 (notsplit)atomsareshownascrosspattern,Al@uoctahedraare shadedin an irregularpattern,SO4
hatchedcircles,H atomsareshownassmallopencircles,donor-H
tetrahedraarecross-hatched.
bondsassolidlines,andH-acceptor
bondsasdottedlines.

weak H bonding. The 03 and 04 anions are of this type
in spangolite.Type 4 anions needan additional 0.68 vu;
this can be provided by bonding a H atom to the anion
and having it involved in strongH bonding.The 05 and
06 anions (Table 4) are of this type.
It can be seenfrom this discussionthat the cation occupancypattern, anion type, and relative bond valences
within the octahedral sheet in spangolite all fit together
without obvious strain. Thus the incorporationof highly
distorted Cu2*duoctahedrainto an Md, sheet is done
without any obvious local strain or instability in the
structure by a judicious combination of chemistry that
complementsthe intrinsic bond-valencedistribution in
the distorted Cu'*do octahedrato producesatisfactionof
all local bond-valencerequirementsthroughoutthe sheet.
H bonding
The Cu.AI(SO")(OH),,C1sheetsare linked solelyby H
bonds,accountingfor the perfect{001} cleavageofspangolite. The HrO group is not bonded directly to any cation (exceptH) but plays a crucial role in the H bonding
betweenthe sheets(Fig. 2). The 04 and 05 anionsact as
H-bond donors, with H4 and H5 bonding to the interstitial HrO groups.One H atom of the HrO group then
forms an H bond acrossto a Cl atom in the adjacent
sheet.The other H atom of the HrO group forms an H
bond to the Ol atom to the sulfategroup (Fig. 2,Table
4). There is significantpositionaldisorderassociatedwith

this H-bonding scheme,as both the HrO and the sulfate
groups show positional disorder.The origin ofthe positional disorder associatedwith the intersheetH bonding
is not clear.This may be due to incompleteoccupancyof
the HrO group, resulting in local rearrangementsof the
H-bonding scheme.
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